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Abstract

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks offer a message exchang-
ing overlay for distributed applications such as file shar-
ing, application layer multicast, and publisher/subscriber
system. The communication efficiency of the underlying
overlay network is thus one of the primary factors that
determine the performance of those applications. In this
paper, we propose a P2P overlay network aiming at of-
fering the low maintenance overhead of unstructured P2P
networks and the scalability and communication efficiency
of structured P2P networks. We design a distributed al-
gorithm to construct low-diameter overlay networks with
power law topologies. Peers consider both network prox-
imity information and capacity of existing peers when
choosing their P2P network neighbors. Using an appli-
cation layer multicast system as our example, we demon-
strate that our system can provide generic, scalable, and
low diameter overlay networks for distributed applications
that demand efficient P2P communication supports. 1

1. Introduction
Recent research works in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks

show a promising paradigm to harness widely distributed,
loosely coupled, and inherently unreliable end-hosts for
providing distributed services. Consequently, a wide spec-
trum of P2P networks have been proposed and adopted as
communication overlays for large scale distributed appli-
cations such as file sharing, publisher/subscriber system,
and application layer multicast.

The work presented in this paper addresses the out-
standing problem of constructing a generic, efficient, and
scalable overlay network. In summary, we want our over-
lay network to have the following properties.

• The overlay network must be scalable enough to accom-
modate large number of end-hosts. It should be able to
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handle network dynamics gracefully without compro-
mising its services.

• The communication latency among any pair of end-
hosts should be bounded as the number of end-hosts in
the overlay network grows.

• The workloads on each end-host should be matched to
its capacity, so that it can avoid being overloaded and
introducing bottlenecks into the system.

We proposed a distributed algorithm to construct over-
lay networks that have the low maintenance overhead of
unstructured P2P networks and the efficiency and scalabil-
ity of structured P2P networks. Compared to the existing
works, our algorithm is unique in that it constructs power
law topologies that can grow while maintaining low net-
work diameter. Our algorithm uses a build-in mechanism
to capture network proximity information of peers. Based
on the capacity of each peer, our algorithm gives different
weights on network proximity information and peer con-
nectivity information when choosing its P2P neighbors.
Less powerful peers are clustered by their network prox-
imity, whereas powerful peers are implicitly assigned with
more P2P neighbors and work as the forwarding hub of
the overlay networks. Messages exchanged in the overlay
network are efficiently forwarded along P2P network links
that conform to the underlying IP network topology.

2. Related Works

We observe three classes of P2P networks in the liter-
ature. Nevertheless, none of them could offer all the fea-
tures we ask for. Structured P2P networks [13, 14, 16]
offer bounded network diameters by posting a strict regu-
lation on network topologies. However, it is widely recog-
nized that the cost of maintaining predetermined topolo-
gies against network dynamics may cause degraded sys-
tem performance. On the contrary, unstructured P2P net-
works [3, 4] are known for their simplicity and low main-
tenance overhead against network dynamics such as peer
joining, departure, and failure. Yet due to the randomness
of the network topologies, those systems offer no guaran-
tee on communication efficiency. The third type of P2P
networks are improving works on unstructured P2P net-



work, represented by [8, 18]. Those systems proposed var-
ious mechanisms to regulate unstructured overlay topolo-
gies and/or optimize the system performance at the ap-
plication level. The improved P2P systems are featured
with bounded network diameter or the scalability of query
processing. Nevertheless, few of them consider the net-
work proximity when constructing overlay networks. For
applications like application layer multicast, such inef-
ficient communication services of the P2P network will
cause less optimal application performance.

Research works in natural systems [17] and man-made
environments [15, 11] discover that the topologies of those
systems usually present power law distribution. Later re-
search works [5] show that such topology can grow while
maintaining a low network diameter, i.e. the average short-
est path between two nodes in term of number of hops.

Because of this scale-free property, a number of P2P
systems have been proposed to generate topologies that
follow power law distribution. Pandurangan et al. [12]
proposed a distributed algorithm for building low-diameter
P2P networks with bounded degrees. However, they as-
sume a stochastic model for the arrivals and departures of
peers. They trace the status of peers and coordinate the
connections among them with a central server, which lim-
its the system scalability and reliability. Phenix [18] gen-
erates power law topologies of unstructured P2P networks
using a preferential attachment mechanism. Nevertheless,
neither of them considered the network proximity infor-
mation in overlay construction.

The idea of ranking different peers into different over-
lay service layers has been exploited by a number of P2P
systems. For unstructured P2P network, KaZaA [4] uses
the notion of “supernode” and Gnutella v.0.6 [3] has “ultra-
peer”. In structured P2P network, such peers are referred
to as “supernodes” in [21] and are organized into another
layer of overlay called “expressway” [19] to accelerate the
routing services. Those powerful peers are assigned with
more workloads and serve as the “hubs” in the overlay net-
work. In most of the cases [3, 21], ordinary peers have
only connections to the supernodes. Sometimes [19], ordi-
nary peers may resort to other ordinary peers when the ser-
vice of “expressway” is not available. As the result of the
predetermined hierarchical architecture, such schemes in-
troduce a few vulnerabilities into overlay networks. First,
supernodes are assumed to be stable and possess enough
resources to serve their duties. When they are attacked
or overloaded, the overlay network might be fragmented if
normal peers rely solely on them for services. Secondly, to
efficiently route the requests from normal peers, each su-
pernode may keep state information of the normal peers it
serves. Supernodes exchange such state information for ef-
ficient and accurate routing. Because the state information
is usually closely tied to application semantics, it is hard
to design a generic and versatile overlay network that can

meet the service requirements of different applications. Fi-
nally, the system would also be vulnerable when malicious
peers assume the role of supernodes and trick other overlay
peers into relying on them for services.

3. System Architecture
In our system, we took a different approach to construct

efficient and low-diameter overlay network. We use a dis-
tributed algorithm to construct an unstructured power law
network. Powerful peers are inserted into the same P2P
overlay that other peers participate, rather than being ex-
plicitly put into a different routing layer. When a new peer
joins the overlay, it gathers the information of a number
of existing peers as candidates. The new peer decides the
likelihood of connecting to a neighbor candidate by evalu-
ating its network proximity and connectivity information.
Depending on the capacity of the new peer, it associates
different weights to these two types of information in its
decision making.

3.1 Topology Construction Algorithm

Each peer in our overlay is an end-host and is
uniquely identified by a tuple of four attributes, i.e.
(IP address, port number, network coordinate,
capacity). The network coordinate is measured using
mechanisms such as Vivaldi [9] or GNP [1]. The phys-
ical network distance between any two peers can be es-
timated with satisfactory precision using the distance be-
tween their network coordinates. Because the performance
of an end-host in a distributed environment like P2P net-
work is largely decided by its accessible network band-
width, we use this information to gauge the capacity of
each peer. It can be specified by end users or estimated
using certain network probing techniques.

A joining peer i obtains a list of existing peers by con-
tacting a bootstrapping server or recycling its local neigh-
bor cache. The bootstrapping server is an extension of
Gnucleus [2]. It records a list of peers that are currently
active in the P2P network. The joining peer i sends its own
network coordinate to the bootstrapping server together
with the query message. When a bootstrapping server re-
ceives such a query request, it sorted its cached entries in
ascendant order by their network coordinate distances to
peer i. It selects a list of peers Li = (LDi, LRi) as the
neighbor candidates of peer i, where LDi is a few peers se-
lected from the top of the sorted cache entry list and LRi

is a few randomly selected ones. In our system, we set
|LRi| = |LDi| and let 5 ≤ |LRi|+ |LDi| ≤ 8 peers. This
is also the default setting used by Gnutella networks [3].

To each candidate k ∈ Li, peer i sends a probing mes-
sage as:

Mprob = 〈 source = i, type = prob, TTL = 0, hops = 0 〉

Each candidate k will send back a responding message



Mprob resp, together with its neighbor list Nk.

Mprob resp = 〈 source = k, type = prob resp, TTL = 0,

hops = 0, prop = Nk 〉

Peer i assembles all the neighbor information con-
tained in the probing replies into a candidate list LCi.
For each unique peer j ∈ LCi, peer i calculates two
types of information. The frequency fi(j) of peer
j records the number of appearances of peer j in LCi.
The estimated distance D(i, j) is the network co-
ordinate distance between peer i and peer j. The
normalized distance estimation di(j) is defined as:

di(j) =
D(i, j)

MAXk∈LCi
D(i, k)

(1)

where 0 < di(j) ≤ 1.
As LCi serves as a sampling of peers in the P2P net-

work, fi(j) is the sampling of the degree of each candi-
date j, and di(j) is the estimation of the actual network
distance between peer i and peer j.

We define the Connection Preference of peer i to
peer j as:

Pi(j) = γ · PFi(j) + (1 − γ) · PDi(j) (2)

Here, PDi(j) denotes the Distance Preference of
peer i connecting to peer j. It is defined as the probability
that peer i chooses peer j as its P2P network neighbor,
based on the network distance between them. It is defined
as:

PDi(j) =
1

di(j)
− α

∑
k∈LCi

1
di(k) − α

(3)

where −∞ < α ≤ 1.
Similarly, PFi(j), the Degree Preference of peer i

to peer j, is the probability that peer i chooses peer j as
its P2P network neighbor based on the frequency of peer
j. The more incident edges peer j has in the P2P network,
the more likely it has higher frequency in the candidate
lists of other peers. We define PFi(j) as:

PFi(j) =
fi(j) − β

P
k∈LCi

fi(j) − β
(4)

where −∞ < β ≤ 1.
By choosing different values for parameters α, β, and γ,

we can tune the overlay network according to the require-
ment of different applications. For an overlay networks
supporting applications that are sensitive to communica-
tion latency, we can use larger values of α and γ. On the
contrary, for an overlay network that emphasizes more on
load balancing, a larger value for β and a lower value for
γ is more preferable.

The values of parameter α, β, and γ can be mathemat-
ically calculated using techniques like the one used in [7],
providing that we know the number of peers and the power
law distribution parameters. However, in a distributed en-
vironment like P2P network, it is hard to predict the exact
number of peers and their behavior.

In our system, we use the capacity information of each
peer to decide the values of those parameters. We define
Resource Level ri to reflects the capability peer i pos-
sesses. It is defined as the proportion of peers that have
less capacities than peer i in the overlay network. It satis-
fies constraint 0 ≤ ri ≤ 1. Specifically, we set the prefer-
ential parameters as α = 1− ri, β = ri, and γ = r

−ln(ri)
i .

Such assignments exactly reflect our design rationale: the
capacity of a peer should be used to decide the proper-
ties of its connections in the overlay network. More pow-
erful peers should connect to other peers that are equally
powerful and care less for the network proximity, whereas
peers with limited resources should connect to peers that
are closer to them and avoid being overloaded.

The definition of connection preference is revised as:

Pi(j) = r
− ln(ri)
i · fi(j) − riP

k∈LCi
fi(j) − ri

+ (5)

(1 − r
− ln(ri)
i ) ·

1
di(j)

− (1 − ri)
P

k∈LCi

1
di(k)

− (1 − ri)

We considered two approaches when calculating the re-
source level value of a peer. The first one is to use some
statistical information like the one presented in Saroiu et
al. [15], which measured the bandwidth distribution for
Gnutella P2P networks. The second approach is the one
we actually adopted. In this approach, the resource level
ri of peer i is approximated by counting the proportion of
peers that have less or equal capacities than peer i in its
neighbor candidate list LCi. Although this approximation
may introduce estimation errors, it avoids the reliance on
the statistical information that may become outdated as the
network technologies evolve.

After peer i selects its neighbor list Ni and sets up its
outgoing edges, it sends a backward connection request to
each peer k ∈ Ni in the following format.

Mback req = 〈source = i, type = back req, TTL = 0,

hops = 0, prop = ci − σ|Ni| 〉

The request is piggybacked with the capacity ci of peer
i and the size of its neighbor list Ni. Node k sets up a
back link when ck −σ|Nk| ≤ ci −σ|Ni|. Otherwise, with
probability pb, a backward connection is setup. The value
of pb controls the ratio between the number of outgoing
links and the number of incoming links of each peer. In
our implementation, we set it to 0.5. Parameter σ maps
the average workload for handling one out-going link to
the unit of capacity. Its value is decided by the specific ap-



plication our overlay network supports. In our simulation,
we set it to 1.

3.2 Overlay Optimization and Maintenance

Our overlay construction algorithm builds efficient un-
structured P2P networks from start point and guides each
new peer to select its neighbors based on its capacity and
network proximity information. Once the overlay is con-
structed, peers in our system behave like the ones in nor-
mal unstructured P2P network such as Gnutella [3]. Due to
the limit of space, we skip the details of our overlay opti-
mization and maintenance algorithms. It should be pointed
out that the simplicity of our unstructured overlay network
gives us enough design space to accommodate various op-
timization techniques like the ones used in [8, 18].

4 Experimental Evaluation
We have implemented a discrete event simulation to

evaluate the mechanisms presented in this paper. To sim-
ulate the IP networks, we used the Transit-Stub graph
model from the GT-ITM topology generator [20] to gen-
erate 10 network topologies. Each topology consists of
5050 routers. Links are assigned latency values follow-
ing a uniform distribution on different ranges according to
their types: U(15ms, 25ms) for intra-transit domain links,
U(3ms, 7ms) for transit-stub links, and U(1ms, 3ms) for
intra-stub links. Peers are randomly attached to the stub
domain routers and organized into overlay networks using
the algorithm given in Section 3. Capacities of peers are
generated using the distribution given in Table 1, which
summarized the measurement results reported in [15].

Capacity level Percentage of peers

1× 20%
10× 45%

100× 30%
1000× 4.9%

10000× 0.1%

Table 1. Peer Capacity Distribution

4.1 Topology Evaluation

We simulate the construction of overlays from ground-
up. Peers join our overlay with intervals following an ex-
ponential distribution Expo(1s). They use the distributed
algorithm given in Section 3 to choose their neighbors.
Figure 1 plots the log-log degree distribution of an over-
lay network of 5 × 103 peers. It shows a clear power law
distribution.

As we discussed in Section 1, applications like applica-
tion layer multicast demands proximity-awareness of over-
lay networks. We compared the overlay networks con-
structed using our algorithm with the ones randomly gen-

erated using a centralized algorithm proposed in [7]. We
simulated the joining process of 1 × 103 peers. We com-
pared the average network distance of each peer to its
neighbors. The average we measured in our proximity-
aware overlay network is 62.75ms. The average in random
power-law network is 339.58ms.

4.2 Improvement of Application Performance

We use an application layer multicast system as an ex-
ample to show how a proximity-aware overlay network
can improve the performance of applications. Applica-
tion layer multicast has been proposed as an alternative
for wide-area multicast services. In this approach, end-
hosts form multicast groups and implement multicast func-
tionalities. Multicast data are replicated on end-hosts and
propagated over the unicast edges connecting the multi-
cast group members. Compared to IP multicast, applica-
tion layer multicast systems are less efficient because they
may send data multiple times over the same IP network
link. Moreover, end-hosts usually have different capaci-
ties and constraints such as network connectivity, forward-
ing capacities, and availabilities. The workload distribu-
tion among those heterogeneous end-hosts consequently
affects the overall system performance.

The application layer multicast protocol that we used
is an implementation of the truncated reverse path broad-
casting algorithm. Its functionality is similar to the
DVMRP [10] IP-multicast protocol. We use overlay net-
works and end-hosts to implement the polling and pruning
processes of multicast group management, instead of us-
ing the IP network devices such as routers. Because of the
limits of space, we skip the details of the protocol.

We simulated multicast groups consisting of 1 × 103

to 1 × 104 peers. We used the routing weights generated
by the GT-ITM package to simulate the IP unicast routing.
IP multicast systems are simulated by merging the unicast
routes into shortest path trees. We measured two metrics
that are usually used to evaluate application layer multicast
systems. Relative Delay Penalty is defined as the ratio
between the average application layer multicast delay and
the average IP multicast delay. Link Stress is the ratio
between the number of IP messages generated by an appli-
cation layer multicast tree and the number of IP messages
generate by the equivalents IP multicast tree.

From Figure 2 ∼ Figure 3, we can see that application
layer multicast systems show significant improvement in
both metrics when they are implemented over our overlay
networks: the relative delay penalty is close to 1, which
is its theoretical upper bound; the link stress is about 2/3
of the ones over random power law topologies. We at-
tribute such improvements to the fact that our algorithm
successfully incorporates network proximity information
into the overlay topologies. Multicast payloads are for-
warded along much shorter path, (recall the result in Sec-
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Figure 3. Link stress of application
layer multicast application

tion 4.1), and thus incur less IP traffic in the underlying IP
network.

5 Conclusion
Research works such as RON [6] have been designed

to build generic overlays independent of the applications
using them. Optimization techniques such as [8] can be
used to improve the performance of the overlay networks
at the application level. Our system is different from those
works in a few aspects. First, our system distinguishes
the distance of peers and constructs overlay networks that
incorporate network proximity information. Second, our
algorithm builds “scale-free” power law topologies and as-
signs peers with different number of P2P connections ac-
cording to their capacities. Compared to structured P2P
systems [14, 13, 16] and their optimizations [19, 21], our
system is more resilient to network dynamic and is easier
to implement. Our algorithm is fully distributed and based
on only local information. It makes few assumptions on
the underlying network as well as the peer activity pattern.
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